
WHO(all nations)must Rapidly Response for the Wuhan’s Decisive Facts. 2020/6/19

USA once accused WHO ‘s pro China pose,but both USA & WHO seem against the All
People Testing toward Eradicating the Virus from the Planet ??.Now all inhabitants must

awaken,the unprecedented planetary chaos is only due to simple ,but strong fact that

we can not know who is infected and who is not,unless All Inhabitants Testing.

All people testing is paradoxically rapid,safe,cheap toward decisive social order recovering !!

Coronavirus: China's plan to test everyone in Wuhan
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-52651651

Reports suggest they used batches of between five and 10 samples in Wuhan, only carrying

out individual tests if a batch proved positive.And as many as 25% of all tests were done

using this method.

China Wuhan Corona Testing for 9.9 Million People<Google translator,please>

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/9d736e7a16fbdcb633722ef20a1868296a6e0f24?page=1

"Have you taken a PCR test yet?" → “The blockade of heart was lifted up !”

Samples are taken from everyday items such as {masks, cups, toothbrushes, smartphones,

floors, furniture, doorknobs, toilets, drains, elevator buttons} used by infected people,

objects and corridors placed in shared spaces. It was There were as many as 3343 tested

samples, and surprisingly all were negative.

Wuhan City Disease Control Center (CDC) is also conducting a survey targeting cities. They

randomly selected {tap water, domestic sewage, taxis, fixed-route buses, subway stations

and vehicles, shopping malls, restaurants and parks, and collected and tested samples.

Some pets were also inspected and the number of samples reached 2,314}. But this too all

turned out to be "negative."

＊the Cost is 900 million yuan (13.6 billion yen/9900000＝1426¥/person＝13$/person).

＊Testing products/(a testing operator in a day)＝100.0000/1451＝690 person/day

690 person/8hours＝86person/hour＝1person/0.7minute

＊Testing products/(a testing machine in a day)＝1000,000/701＝1426person/day

Above data are almost same with the calculation done by an instrument catalog data.

http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

Now rich USA,Brazil,India,......... etc without social-care and medicare facing imminent

livelihood are lifting social lockdown.It may be also way to reviving more disasters.

http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf

This is substantially war,against which,weapon with soldiers and national life saving must be

prepared by nation.Note any nation could be stable so long as other nations infected !!.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-52651651
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/articles/9d736e7a16fbdcb633722ef20a1868296a6e0f24?page=1
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf
http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pdf


APPENDIX-1:Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication
 The most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re

mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html

“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .

New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the

spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop

everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.

Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to

relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,

 Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication
Do try this at home(2020/3/28):
how one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611

0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers

who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even

knowing they are doing it.............

In the absence of a vaccine, the identification of all carriers (both symptomatic and

asymptomatic) appears to be the most effective way to control the pandemic.
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